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CHAPTER V

CLOSING

5.1 Conclusion

Slang words is the one of good case of a linguistic register in a proper use is

primarily determined by the context in which it is used. However, like other

records, considered to the some of extent an issue of idiolect and dialect, because

the certain groups, especially young people who fond slang. “Slang has the

systematic lexical in differences between varities, which slang often used informal

than other of suited words. Slang has two basic types which common and in

group”(Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011:412). Coleman (2012:6) said that “Slang word

included into the English Modern Literature which brgun on late of 19th and early

of 20th centuries, in Europe and North America. Slang often described to the ideas

and thoughts of social class than to another english-speaking world, in Britain.”

This research study referred to definitions of slang words, kinds of using

slang words which relateable to the meaning and participants’ reasons for using

slang wrds. Research of this study expected to the meaning of slang words in

particular thoughts and experiences accordance to phenomenon. Experiences and

thoughts was collected by researchers who have been discussed and studied about

slang word in term that gathered all the grounded theory and phenomenon which

relateable to research study. In terms to add the knowledge for researcher ownself,

next researchers, readers, higher students who followed this research as run as

well. Based on collected data that have been explained above, researcher found

data consist to problem of study which mention below :

1. Researcher found that participants knew kinds of slang words in

differences answers which they mentioned society slang; slang in public

school and university, workmen’s slang; internet slang; taboo; american

slang; british slang; vulgar and offensive. In this term researcher used

Partridge book to find out kinds of slang words which appropriate to this

research study and Partridge book.
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2. This research study found data about kinds of slang words that higher

students used through their chat and story on Whatsapp. Based on data

above that kinds of slang words that have been used by higher students

through their Whatsapp chat and story are Yup; Bestie; Peeps; Hyped;

Dude; Dope; Lit; Hit me up; Hang out; Gotcha; Nutshell; 24/7; Shitty;

Bullshit; Spill; Skip and Lowkey.

3. Five participants mentioned their reasons in different way such as using

slang words could increase and enrich their knowledge in english and

made them more like native speaker; using slang words could expressed

their emotional and feelings in easy way; using slang words could made

them more unique in speaking skill’s style which looked like generation Z.

Researcher could make conclusion that using slang words made them to

be more easier to expressed their feelings and emotional immediately and

also to enriched and increased in vocabulary terms in english skills.

Reseacher collected data about kinds of slang words that they used through

their Whatsapp chat and story by interview and observation. Researcher did

interview by gave the questions immediately to the participants which focussed to

their answers about kinds of slang words that they have been used through their

Whatsapp chat and story. Beside that, researcher observed to their Whatsapp chat

and story in means to get data more accurate. Researcher could make conclusion

that using slang words made them to be more easier to expressed their feelings

and emotional immediately and also to enriched and increased in vocabulary

terms in english skills.

As far as research study goes well in interview and observation, so

researcher conclude that slang words means to informal language that used by

current people and groups. So, people better used slang words just with their peers,

friends and closemate, because not over all could understand about slang words.

But slang words is the one kind of language, as we know language also growth by

time passed. So, it’s better we should learn and source by our ownself to

improving and enriching our vocabulary in slang words which look like native
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speaker. As participants mentioned above, knowing and using slang words could

enriched and increased their vocabulary and more like native speaker in english

skills. Slang words also did not learned in classroom or meeting class, but it can

be search and seek by higher students to increase and enrich their knowledge in

english about slang words.

5.2 Sugesstion

Slang words does not exist in educational field, but slang words have been

there around years by years, decades by decades. Slang words is the part of

languages, languages also growth as years walked, slang words did not learned in

educational field, but most of teenagers have been using slang words, so hopefully

higher students and readers can apply slang words as well, as mention below :

a) For higher students, they can manage and understand of using slang

words right in conditions and places. Based on explanation above slang

words is informal language situation which it can not be used in a formal

situation. And as the next generation, higher students can share and teach

others them about slang words that they know maybe by using social

media that they can post in expalanation of slang words usage.

b) For next researchers, they can implementation the kinds of slang words

based on partridge’s book, and classify words of slang words into kinds

of slang words that have been explained on partridge’s book. Also,

hopefully they can apply slang words as their knowledge and

comprehension in appropriate daily conversation, typing message in

every informal occasion.


